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Power. Style. Emotion.

ACH145 is the result of constant reinvention. 

The desire to push for more. To go beyond 

the expected. This is your chance to experience 

the ultimate ride in a helicopter born to the role. 

This is ACH145. This is Power. Style. Emotion.



Every inch is an experience waiting 

to be discovered, then unleashed.

One look and ACH145 dramatic presence is apparent.  

Its bold, imposing transparencies and fluid lines highlighted 

by its signature Fenestron instantly command your attention. 

Every exacting detail reinforces the ACH145’s reputation  

for robustness, power and style.

Tomorrow 
is yours 
to shape



Rooftop, yacht, 

or secluded landing 

pad: touch down 

where your desires 

lead you.

The ACH145’s compact footprint 

allows for all types of landings. 

Safe and discreet.



Its striking silhouette transformed 

at a touch, its inviting interior 

opened – to friends,  

to the unexpected, 

to endless possibilities.

ACH145 lives 

in the moment. 

The moment is now.



Snatch time from the day. 

Soar free of the traffic jammed 

up below. You’ve spent the ride 

in reflection – rejuvenated 

and ready for round two.



ACH145 offers the perfect balance 

of considered sophistication 

and true freedom.

Designed to be shared, the interior is intensely welcoming: 

a sanctuary in motion.

Four to eight individual seats offer matchless comfort  

and an elegant, energetic esthetic.  

Discover an exceptional space, tailored  

for the ultimate passenger experience.

A world of 
possibilities



Every inch is used 

to advantage. 

With over eight 

possible layouts, 

this is the industry’s 

most flexible cabin 

and the one most 

likely to offer an 

interior solution 

that meets your 

most exacting 

requirements.

Live aboard in Style.

Yet the aircraft is also designed to 

be as comfortable and functional as 

your favorite spaces on the ground.





Intentional elegance.

Every aspect of the cabin is carefully designed  

for an unrivaled helicopter experience.



The ACH145 epitomises distinctiveness 

with a well-appointed cabin, an array of captivating details.





Designed 

to be effortless.

Our cabin integrates advanced 

In-Flight technology with carefully 

crafted interiors. The result is  

an intuitive cabin experience 

for business or pleasure.

Be assured you can stow all the luggage you need 

in the ACH145’s ample hold.





Tailored 
for you

Every seam, 

every square 

inch of leather, 

and every fine detail 

receives the same 

level of attention.

It’s how we bring dreams to life. 

And how we create something 

unique.

Our team will work with you  

to help build a helicopter  

true to your vision.



The ACH145 perfectly blends all aspects 

of performance.

Class-leading combination of range, 

comfort and reliability.

Designed with safety in mind, the latest Helionix flight deck features  

advanced intuitive software, synthetic vision system and four-axis automatic  

pilot with complete envelope protection for the ultimate in precision and control.

Strong  
and 
powerfull
Not just bigger, 
better



Beyond the esthetic.

ACH145 advanced technology 

ensures a more intelligent 

and ergonomic Human-Machine 

Interface. This isn’t just 

a helicopter of unprecedented 

craftsmanship and design,  

ACH145 is the response for those 

who restlessly seek more.



Up to nine 
passengers

Maximum endurance:

3 h 59 min

Maximum cruise speed:

137 kts



Important 
to you, 
essential 
to us

Every ACH helicopter is unique. 

They are as unique as each  

of our international customers, distinct, 

discriminating with superlative standards.

Owning an ACH helicopter is a great responsibility – and we feel

the same responsibility towards our customers. After all, striving

for helicopter perfection includes striving for service perfection too.
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